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From the President’s Pen…  
        

 

 NOTES FROM NANCY 

     Happy March!  

     In a few days it will be St. Patrick’s Day with the promise of a pot of 
gold at the end of the rainbow! I would like to suggest that WE are the 
rainbow… we each bring our own unique talents and gifts to our chapter 
and our NEW INDUCTEES are the pot of gold…..bringing their new talents 
and gifts to our chapter. In order to have that pot of gold, we need to reach 
out to prospective members and invite them to join our chapter. Now is the 
time! With the new dates for dues we will be inducting new members in the 
spring instead of the fall. 

     Another treasure that was found is a membership pin engraved on the 
back with L.P.F. 5-11-29. Betty Brown gave the pin to Andy Wright to give 
back to the chapter. It was more than likely Pauline Farris’ pin. The date 
engraved on the pin is the date Delta Kappa Gamma began. It was later 
worn by Georgia Johnson. Both ladies were members of Alpha Alpha 
chapter (the chapter we branched off from). Does anyone know what 
Pauline taught or for how long? It would be wonderful to have more 
information about the two ladies who proudly wore this pin. A new tradition 
has begun in Gamma Mu as each chapter president will have the honor of 

wearing this very special pin during her biennium connecting the past with 
the present. 

       Happy March! 

      

                                                                                                Nancy 

  



February Meeting 

   

What a great February meeting! It was nice to see everyone after the winter 
break. Yummy refreshments were provided by Sheila Cruse, Andy Wright, 
Ginger Johnson, and Tara Zukowski. Our guest speaker was School Board 
Member Gary Matheson. He talked about educational issues taking place 

across Tennessee and in Johnson County. 



Political Issue 
By Shelia Cruse 
Remember when the expression, “The Dumbing Down of America” first 

surfaced? We lamented what seemed to be the decline of language arts 

skills, with poor readers and spellers, poor writers and poor speakers on the 

rise. Students and adults began to rely on calculators, store clerks couldn’t 

count out change anymore, even well-educated folks made grammatical 

errors. Knowledge about history and geography was weak, and it seemed 

that our grandparents who were educated in one room schoolhouses and 

stopped going to school after the 8th grade were better educated than the 

youth of the day. 

Now our neighboring state, North Carolina, may take the expression to a 

whole new (lower) level. The General Assembly is considering changing the 

grading scale in state public schools. Right now, anything less than a 60 

percent mark is a failing grade, with a 10 point scale. The new scale would 

be 15 points: 

A: 100 to 85 percent 

B:  84 to 70 percent 

C:  60 to 55 percent 

D:  54 to 40 percent 

F:  anything below 40 percent 

As troubling as I find this, I am more troubled by the news that educational 

leaders approve this idea. They see it as a way to raise the graduation rate 

and lower the drop-out rate in high schools. Then there is this: “The 

grading scale would not change the scale used for students, only school 

performance.” Huh? 

Really, is this the best we can do? Is this the new way to solve our 

problems, to lower the expectations? What will our workforce, our society, 

our country become if this notion spreads to other states?  Does anyone 

else hear alarm bells, or am I missing something?   

  



 Recognitions… 
One of our members, Ginger Johnson, has 
a new job this school year. She has 

returned to Mountain City Elementary after 
several years of retirement to work with 

some high risk 3rd graders. I’m sure with 

Ginger’s talent, these students have made 
incredible process and will show mastery 

when they take their upcoming 
standardized tests. 

 

Upcoming Dates and 
Announcements…  
Our Next Meeting 

Our next meeting is Tuesday, March 26. 

It will be held at the First Christian 
Church at 4:30. 

Good Neighbor 
May 7 – JCMS Library at 6:30 

Xi State 
May 31- June 2 

Dues to Barbara 

June 30 

Southeast Regional 

Asheville – June 27-29 

Educational Websites 
Colby Sharp is a fifth grade teacher who 
must read children’s literature in all of 

his free time. He provides wonderful 
book reviews through YouTube videos 

for picture books as well as upper 

elementary novels. Check him out here. 

Just for Fun … 
Chicken Cheese Ball 

Ginger shared her 

chicken cheese ball 
recipe with me a 

few years back. It 
has been a favorite 

ever since. It’s 
definitely one of 

the easiest recipes 
to toss together 

when entertaining 
and always a hit 

with the crowd. 

Ingredients 
1 12-ounce can chicken, white meat only 

preferred 
1 8-ounce packages cream cheese, room 

temperature 
2 teaspoons Worchester sauce 

garlic salt to taste (Mrs. Dash works well.) 
2 1 cup finely chopped pecans 

Serve with Ritz Crackers  

Instructions 
1. Mix together chicken, cream cheese, 

Worchester sauce, and spices. 

2. Pour chicken cheese ball mixture into the 
center of a large piece of plastic wrap. 

Using plastic wrap, press chicken cheese 
ball mixture to form a ball. 

3. Optional - Press chopped pecans onto top 

and sides of chicken cheese ball. 

4. Wrap with plastic wrap and store in the 

refrigerator for 1 hour up to 3 days 
before serving. 

5. Serve with Ritz crackers. 

Inspirational Quote…  

I am not a teacher, but an awakener.   --- Robert Frost 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWlO9Px0e0kpORVcPRvJDCg

